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In heavy-ion collisions, kaons can be produced from baryon-baryon, meson-baryon, and mesonmeson interactions. Simple meson-exchange models are introduced to study kaon production from
these processes in the free space. These models are then extended to determine kaon production in
hot, dense nuclear matter by taking into account the decreasing hadron masses as a result of the restoration of chiral symmetry and the condensation of kaons. We find that the cross sections for kaon
production from all three processes are enhanced. In particular, the effect of decreasing hadron
masses on kaon production from the meson-meson annihilation is most significant. In the hydrochemical model for heavy-ion collisions, we demonstrate that the observed enhancement of kaon
yield in high-energy heavy-ion collisions can be explained if the medium effect is included.

I.

'

INTRODUCTION

High-energy heavy-ion collisions offer the possibility of
creating a high-density nuclear matter in the initial stage
of the collision. According to transport models, the nuclear matter density can reach about 3po, where po is the
normal nuclear matter density, at the Bevalac energies of
' Moving
up to 2 GeV/nucleon.
up to the alternatinggradient
synchrotron
(AGS) energies of about 15
GeV/nucleon, the initial density is even higher and the
central density exceeds 6po. The creation of such a
high-density matter is naturally accompanied by high excitations. Although an equilibrium state may not be
achieved due to the finite size of the colliding systems, it
is helpful to use the concept of temperature to describe
qualitatively the excitation. The temperature of the initial high-density matter is then about 50 —100 MeV at the
Bevalac energies' and about 150—200 MeV at the AGS
In such a hot, dense nuclear matter, one exenergies.
pects that not only the properties of hadrons but also
their interactions are modified. There are already some
studies on the medium effect on the nucleon-nucleon interaction.
It has been found that the nucleon-nucleon
cross section increases substantially with the density.
Also, works have been carried out in studying dilepton
production from pion-pion annihilation in heavy-ion collisions to see how the medium-modified
pions affect its
production rate.
Because of the conservation of strangeness, kaons will
not be absorbed by the nuclear matter after creation and
therefore carry information on their production mechanism. At the Bevalac energies, kaon production is mainly
through the process BB —
+BYK, where B, Y, and K stand
for baryons, hyperons, and kaons, respectively. '
The
process n.B YK from the interaction of secondary pions
with baryons gives only about 25% of the total contribution while the process mm ~KK from pion-pion annihilation is negligible. '
Kaon production from nuclear re-
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actions has also been studied at the AGS energies. '
The measured E+/sr+ ratio is about 4% from the p+ Be
interaction and is similar to that from the proton-proton
interaction at the same energy. This is consistent with
the assumption that the dominant process is BB ~BYK
In the p-Au interaction, this ratio is increased to about
10% and the peak of the kaon rapidity distribution is also
shifted from the nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass rapidity
towards that of the target. This implies that the contribution from the secondary process m.B YK becomes important. For heavy-ion collisions such as Si+Au, this ratio increases to about 20% and strongly suggests the need
for the contribution from mm —
+KK. On the other hand,
the K /m
ratio remains about 4% for both proton and
nucleus induced reactions.
The enhanced kaon production can, of course, be explained if one assumes that a quark-gluon
plasma is
formed in the initial stage of the collision. '
From the
analysis of the rapidity and transverse energy distributions of measured particles, the extracted energy density
seems to be lower than that expected for the formation of
the quark-gluon plasma. '
In the hadronic scenario, both thermal and transport
models have been used to study kaon production in highenergy heavy-ion collisions. Using the hydrochemical
model, it has been shown that, for reasonable initial density and temperature, the E+/rr+ ratio is only about
10% if a cross section of about 3 mb is taken for the process mm~KK. ' In calculations based on the transport
model, a similar ratio is obtained if o.
zz is taken to
be 0.5 mb and a ratio comparable to the measured one is
—3 rnb. In both transfound in Ref. 21 with cr
zz
port calculations, the dominant contribution is from
BB~BYK and somewhat more pions appear to be produced by this process in Ref. 21.
In these studies, the elementary kaon production cross
sections for the two processes BB ~BYK and ~B YK
are extracted from empirical data'
and should be quite
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reliable. The process mm~KK has recently analyzed in
detail by Lohse et al. and compared with results from
Protopopescu et al. and phase shifts from Martin and
Ozmutlu.
The cross section is appreciable only in the
isospin-zero channel, where o (I = 0) = 9 mb in the region
the center-of-mass energy s ' = 1 —1.4 GeV. Isospin
averaging introduces, therefore, a factor of —,', so that the
—
averaged cross section is o.
z~ 1 mb. The cross section used in Refs. 16, 20, and 21 are thus not unreasonable.
In previous studies, the effect of hot, dense nuclear
rnatter on kaon production has been ignored. Kaplan
and Nelson
noted that chiral Lagrangians with empirical determined coef5cients automatically contain a kaon
mass term that decreases with increasing density. Typical pion energies in the E802 experiment at the AGS are
about that of the free kaon mass so that there is little
phase space for the reaction m. m~KK. The phase space
increases rapidly with decreasing kaon mass. The cross
section for kaon production in hot and dense hadronic
matter will thus be substantially enhanced. This efFect
will be studied in the present paper.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss how hadron masses are modified in hot, dense nuclear matter and introduce a parametrization
for this
dependence. In Sec. III, models are introduced for kaon
production from hadronic processes in free space. The
effect of the medium-modified
hadron masses on these
processes is given in Sec. IV. The production of kaon
from nucleus-nucleus
collisions at the AGS energies is
studied in Sec. V. In Sec. VI, we discuss necessary improvements which should be made in the future. Finally,
the summary is given in Sec. VII.

II.
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As the chiral symmetry is also restored when the temperature of the system is high, hadron masses will decrease with increasing temperature as well.
A fundarnental approach to the density and temperature dependence of hadron masses requires the solution of the quantum chromodynamics
(QCD). Although lattice calculations have not reached the stage that reliable results can
be obtained, the QCD sum-rule method
has confirmed
the results of the chiral model that hadron masses decrease with increasing density and temperature and give
indications that they may vanish when the chiral symmetry is restored at the critical density and temperature.
The temperature dependence of the hadron masses obtained by the QCD sum rules can be approximately
parametrized by [1 —
(T/T, ) ]" with n = —,', where T, is
the critical temperature at which the hadronic matter is
expected to transform into the quark-gluon plasma. In
the chiral models,
the exponent n has a value about —,
For our exploratory study, we shall take n = —, Calculations with the QCD sum rules
show that the p-meson
changes much more rapidly with density than temperature. To within an accuracy of —20%%uo, the p-meson mass
scales with density as the nucleon effective mass, namely,

'.

'.

mp
m

indicating that we should choose A, —
0. 4 in order to have
m&/I& =0. 8 at nuclear matter density. Taking both the
density and temperature dependence into account simply
by multiplying the effects, we have

T
T.

m
P1

2

n

1

——p~

(2)

po

HADRON MASSES

A. Nonstrange hadrons

B. Pion

well known that the effective mass of a nucleon in
nuclear matter is less than its mass in the free space. For
mesons such as o. , co, and p, Brown has argued that they

Because of its special nature as a Goldstone boson, the
pion is protected by chiral invariance from large changes
in mass. At finite nuclear density p&, the change in m

It is

can be considered as correlated pionic states and their
masses are also density dependent
because the pion
dispersion relation in nuclear medium becomes softer as a
result of the delta-hole polarization
of the nuclear
matter.
Based on chiral model for the meson-nucleon
interaction, one expects that the restoration of chiral
symmetry at high density would also lead to the reduction of hadron masses with increasing nuclear density.
The ratio of the hadron mass m * in hadronic matter of
baryon density p& to its value in the free space m has
been parametrized as
m

"/m

= 1 —(1,/2)(pa /po)
=0.2 —0. 4,
With

A,
such density-dependent
by Brown.
effective hadron masses can consistently explain recent
experimental results on the scattering of kaon,
proand electron ' off the nucleus. In normal nuclei,
ton,
the hadron masses are only reduced by about 10—20%.
Much larger efFects will be expected in the hot, dense
rnatter created in high-energy heavy-ion collisions.

is"

2

2
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p

gnNNPN
)
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—5

MeV for p=po. The change with
temperature is given by m ( 1+ T /48
+ ) in the
low-temperature
is the pion decay
expansion, where
constant. Since T, is of order
the change again is
positive but small. We shall thus ignore the change of
the pion mass with density and temperature.
giving a 5m

f„

f

2f,

C. Kaon

The situation with the kaon mass is of particular interest to us. Although the kaon has a large dynamically
generated mass, it behaves in many respects as a Goldstone boson. However, the fact that the strange-quark
mass is much larger than the up- and down-quark masses
makes it possible to give a straightforward
treatment of
the kaon effective mass mz as function of density.
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pointed out that, because of the
Kaplan and Nelson
large explicit chiral symmetry breaking (which gives rise
to the strange-quark mass), the Lagrangian has a term
m&

LI = 2 (KK)

(4)

p, is the critical density for kaon condensation.
This term arises almost completely from the explicit
chiral symmetry breaking as incorporated in chiral Lagrangian. It reduces the effective mass of the kaon in
dense matter. We can conveniently implement these concepts in the V-spin formalism as used by Brown, KuWe consider condensation in the
bodera, and Rho. '
Vo direction, rather than the kaon direction, in order to
have chemical potential p=0. The corresponding quasiparticle is —,'no+(&3/2)2), which, from the Gell-MannOkubo mass formula
—m

2

0

2 — 2
+ m„=m&,
3
—,

(5)

has the same mass as the kaon.
Since the Kaplan-Nelson (KN) strangeness
tion is driven by the KN sigma term

X

condensa-

= '(m„+m, )(N ~uu +ss ~N &,
—,

which explicitly breaks chiral symmetry,
is given by

PB ~KNcosg+

fx

m&2

the Hamiltonian

sjn2g

with 0 the angle between the scalar axis and the Vo direction. Here we have taken the chemical potential to be
zero. To consider fluctuation, rather than condensate,
kaons, we take 0 to be small; then the 0-dependent part
of the Hamiltonian becomes

H(~)=

'f'~'

m'

1

'

)(N~uu+dd

~N

&

=53

MeV

from which we can scale by changing down quark to
strange quark in order to obtain X . There is, however,
considerable uncertainty in the strangeness content of the
nucleon, but we can obtain lower and upper limits on p,
by taking
&N~»~N

&

=(N~uu

~N

&

and by taking (N~ss~N & =0. With m, =25(m„+md)/
2, we can evaluate p, from Eq. (10) to find

3Po+P + 5Po .

(12)

-93 MeV, which is
In the above, we have used
appropriate because we work only to lowest order in
chiral perturbation theory. Although fx becomes someand fx dein first order, both
what larger than
crease with density, and the ss content of the nucleon will
increase.
This would lead to even lower critical density
for kaon condensate.
The important point of the preceding development is
that densities do not have to be high enough for kaon
condensation in order for the kaon effective mass to be
substantially lowered. (This was already clear in Ref. 37.)
This lowering does not require a large ss content in the
nucleon, although the efFect is increased by a large
strangeness content.
For the temperature dependence of the kaon mass, we
shall still use the factor [1 —
( T/T, ) ]" as for nonstrange
hadrons.

fz=f

f

f

For the mass of other strange hadrons, a substantial
part of which comes from explicit chiral symmetry breaking which gives a large current quark mass m, . Therefore, we apply the density and temperature factors only
to the dynamically generated masses. Their masses are
thus parametrized by

pa
——

1/2

T

(9)

my

C

where

—f2m2/yKN

—,

D. Other strange hadrons

From this, we obtain the kaon effective mass

pa

= '(m„+md

yKN

PC

1

X

——

'f K Om
m~ —
m~

tation in the kaon or Vo direction. ) In the above, one
could let mz ~mz+ kz to include kaon kinetic energy.
The important remaining question concerns the size of
p, . Fortunately, we know the size of the ~X sigma term

PC

where

1883

(10)

The mx is smaller than mx. because fiuctuations in the 8
direction are softened by the decrease in the (repulsive)
contribution of X
with increase in L9. Although the
bare quark masses may be generated by effects at the
—100 GeV electroweak scale, they, nonetheless, can be
numerically compensated for by the kaon rotation at a
scale slightly smaller than that of chiral restoration, —1
GeV. (Note that the pion mass is "rotated out" at a denbut at higher
sity p-2. 2po by a similar mechanism
densities the energy of the system is lowered more by ro-

(mr

m~)

1

1

Tc

——pa
Po

+m, .
(13)

We would like to emphasize that the parametrizations
introduced in Eqs. (2) and (13) are meant to demonstrate
the effect of hot, dense nuclear matter on hadron masses.
The detailed form may be different when improved studied are carried out.
Because of such density- and temperature-dependent
hadron masses, heavier hadrons will become increasingly
at high density and temperature.
Also, a
important
much smoother transition from the hadronic matter to
the quark-gluon plasma is expected and this is consistent
with results from the lattice gauge calculations. Requir-
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ing the equality of pressures on hadron and quark-gluon
plasma sides then gives T, =195 MeV, consistent with

chiral perturbation

III.
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KAON PRODUCTION IN THE FREE SPACE
I
I
I
I

FIG. 1.

of
Kaons can be produced from the annihilation
mesons. Because of the high abundance of pions and the
large degeneracy of the rho meson, only these mesons are
considered, although if the mass of the rho meson decreases, the mass of the A its chiral partner, would also
be expected to be so. Kaon production from their annihilations is mainly through the exchange diagrams shown
in Fig. 1. In general, the isospin-averaged cross section
can be expressed as
32& sp

J

—dx M(s, x),

T;„t(q~+, q~

q2

)=Re[T*(q+ )T(q

—(m

+ir

)

I

Feynman diagrams for MM

~KK.

Two pions can annihilate into KK through the exchange of a K* as shown in Fig. 1(a). The K*Km interaction can be written as

L,

=g

~

K*"7.[K(B„vr)—(B„K)vr] .

Carrying out the standard Feynman diagram calculation
and taking into account the isospin average, we obtain

where s is the square of the total center-of-mass energy; p
and p' are, respectively, the three-momenta of the meson
and kaon in the center-of-mass frame, and M(s, x) is the
isospin-averaged squared invariant amplitude. In the following, we consider the three Feynmann diagrams in Fig.
1 separately.

s+2p +2p' +q++(mK —m

I

1. mm~KE

(14)

1

T(q+ )= —
g

I
I
I

(c)

„

p'

I

I

(a)

+ETC
A. MM —

1

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

~

=

K

theory.

As discussed in the Introduction, kaons can be produced from the three elementary processes: (a) MM
~KK, (b) MB YK, and (c) BB ~BYK. In the following, we discuss how these processes in the free space can
be modeled.

cr
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M(s, x)= —,'[18 T(q+ )I'+1&l T(q' )I'

—12T;„,(q+, q )],
where

/mK~

/2)
(16)

)],
I

with
2

m2

+m

2

2(

2

+

2)1/2(

2

+

2)i/2+2

(17)
In Eq. (15), the factor —,' is from the average over the initial isospin of the two pions and the three terms correspond to contributions from the direct diagram, the exchange diagram, and their interference.

2. pp~KE
Two p mesons can also annihilate into KK by the exchange of either a kaon as shown in Fig. 1(b) or a K*.
Since the kaon mass is almost a factor of 2 smaller than

T(q+

)

=g,'«

Tint(q+ tq —)

the mass of K*, we expect that its contribution is more
important. Also, the pK K vertex is more complex than
the pKK vertex. For simplicity, we shall evaluate only
the kaon exchange diagram. The pKK interaction is
written as

L

KK

=g KK[Kr(B„K) (8"K)rK]p" . —

The isospin average can be carried out as in the case of
We then have
~m annihilation.

M(s, x) = ', [181T(q'+ ) I'+181T(q' ) I'
—,

—12T;„,(q+, q
where

—2mK —2q++(mK —q+) /m
2
2
mk
q+ —
—
—mK )/m
—
4mK )+ (q—
[ (s + m
+ mK )(q
g pKK
(q+2 —mK2 )(q 2 —mK2 )
m

]

)

],
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In the above, q+ is similarly defined as Eq. (17) except
m is replaced by m . The term T;„, comes from the interference contribution. We note that

T;„,(q+, q

)WT(q+ )T(q

3. m.p~KK * and m.p~K*K
Furthermore,

a pion and a

2.0

0.5

meson can annihilate

X [m

X [m z
q

=m

is given by

1

+m, —2(m

0.8
40

2.4 0.6
100

30

80

+p

)'~

(m,

+p'

)'~ +2pp'x .

Since there is only the direct diagram for this process, a
factor of 18, as in both Eqs. (15) and (18), is obtained
from the isospin sum. The average over the initial spin
', in Eq. (20)
and isospin gives a factor —,', . The factor —
then follows by combining the two.
Because of the finite size of hadrons, form factors need
to be introduced in the vertices. Following Lohse

al. ,

we use the monopole form

F (q')=

A

—m

A

+q

(22)

where m is the mass of the exchanged particle and A is
the cutoff parameter.
To evaluate the kaon production cross section, we need
to know the values of the coupling constants and cutoff
can be deterparameters. The coupling constant g +
mined from the measured width of K * via

r.=

2

gee*ac

k3

(23)

with m + being the mass of K* and k being the momen51 MeV, a
tum of the kaon in its rest frame. From I + —
/(4m. )
849 is obtained.
value of
From SU(3), the coupling constant g xx. is half of the
The latter can be determined
p~m coupling constant.
from the width of the p meson

g,

1.2

1.6

2.0

b

1.0

1.4

1.8

2.2

0.8

1.2

1.6

2.0

40

10

20

0.5

1.3

0.9

1.7

s

2. 1 0.4

(Mev)

FIG. 2. Energy

of the cross sections for
dependence
(solid curve), pp~KK (dotted curve), and ~p~KK
(dashed curve} at different nuclear densities.

~~~KK

2

(21)

et

2.5

into

—mx2 ) 2
—2m —2q +(m —q~)~/m~ ~ ]
~
—2m' —2q + (m~ q) /m ], —(20)
(q

0.0
7.5

60

squared invariant amplitude
Kvr

12.5
1

20

for the latter is more favorable, it has a smaller matrix
element because of the larger K* mass in the propagator.
For simplicity, we neglect its contribution. The diagram
in Fig. 1(c) also implies the annihilation into K*K. The
2
2
=23g P+xgK

=0'

'I

p
KK * as shown in Fig. 1(c) or they can annihilate into KK
via the exchange of the K*. Although the phase space

isospin-averaged

1885

15.C

2+&

)

because T;„,(q+, q ) is obtained by summing over the p
meson polarization after taking the product of the direct
The factor —,', in Eq. (18) is
and exchange amplitudes.
over
the initial isospin and pothe
due
to
average
again
larization of the two rho mesons.

..

-0.

2
gpmm

P

6~

k3

(24)

2

p

where m is the rho-meson mass and k is the momentum
of the pion in its rest frame. Taking I —153 MeV, one
obtaines
/(4') 2 94 -w. hich gives g xx /
g
(4~)-0. 735. As in Ref. 22, the value of g ax is similar
to that of g + . But our values for the coupling constants are larger than the value 0.525 of Ref. 18 in which
more detailed coupled-channel studies have been carried
out. The cutoff parameter at the vertex K*Kn. is determined to be 3 GeV in Ref. 22 from fitting the empirical
data. The kaon production cross section using Eq. (15)
and the coupling constant and cutoff parameter of Ref.
22 can be reproduced with our coupling constant and a
cutoff parameter of 1.8 GeV. In the following, we shall
use our coupling constants determined from the K and
p widths and the cutoff parameter of 1.8 GeV at both the
K*K~ and pKK vertices.
In the upper left panel of Fig. 2, we show the energy
dependence of the three meson-meson annihilation cross
sections in free space (p/p0=0); the solid curve is for
mm —
+KK, the dashed curve is for ~p~KK, and the dot+KK. In the energy region of inted curve is for pp —
terest, near the threshold, all calculated cross sections are
less than 1 mb. Since the rho-meson mass is larger than
the kaon mass, the pp cross section has a singularity at
the threshold. The cross section for ~m ~KK is most important but it is still quite small in the relevant range of
energies. In the above, we have neglected the s-channel
process in which the isoscalar resonance fo(975) is
formed from pion-pion annihilation and then decays into
the kaon-antikaon pair as this cross section is not important after averaging over the pion isospin. Also, its contribution becomes negligible with increasing energy because of the narrow width (33 MeV) of 0.

f
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1.0

1.0

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.6

K

0.4

0.2
1.9
~

N

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.7

Again, we shall consider only kaon production from
the pion and rho meson as shown in Fig. 3. For
+ AK, we include
intermediate
mN —
states such as
N*, (1650), Nz (1710), and N3 (1720) as they have appreciable probability of decaying into AK. Neglecting the
interference, the isospin-averaged cross section can be expressed as

B, 1,
~~& — )2+ f'2/4
m
(s
B,

27'

f
p s

2

2

max

d~ ~ k

min

2.4

1.0

1.5

2.0

(Mev)

of the cross sections for
dependence
and pX AK (dashed curve) at different

~

space are shown by the solid and dashed curves, respectively. Our results agree reasonably with the empirical
data' for ~N —
+ AK.
The interaction of pions and rho mesons with other
baryons can also produce kaons. Since the three resonances mentioned above have the largest branching factors for decaying into a kaon, we assume that they are ininvolved in kaon production from all meson-baryon
teractions. Then Eq. (25) can be used with the center-ofmass energy s ' calculated according to the corresponding baryon masses.

(25)

m

~ AK (solid curve)

2.2 0.5

s'"

of the cross sections for aN~AK and pN~AK in free

.

f dq',
q'2

1.9

nuclear densities.

I,

NAK

1.7

FIG. 4. Energy
vrN

with s'
being the center-of-mass energy. The summation is over the three resonances. The mass, width, and
spin of the ith resonance are denoted by m, ,
, and J, ,
The branching fractions of the ith resorespectively.
nance into the ~N and AK channels are given by B, &
and B,~~. The numerical values for these parameters are
taken from the particle properties data booklet and are
collected in Table I.
Similarly, the cross section for pN ~AK can be calculated from Eq. (25) by substituting B, ~ for B; ~. Since
the mass of N*, is less than the sum of the rho-meson and
nucleon masses, we do not include its contribution in the
can be included by
present study. Its contribution
averaging Eq. (25) over the rho-meson mass distribution.
In the upper left panel of Fig. 4, the energy dependence

~ÃN

1.4

0.8

B. MB~ YK

(2J, +1)

2.9 0.9
1.0

P

FIG. 3. Feynman diagram for MB~ YK.

.

2.4

~

C.

BB~BYK

Kaon production from the baryon-baryon interaction
can be approximately described by the one-pion-exchange
model. For NN~NAK, the corresponding Feynrnan diagram is shown in Fig. 5. The isospin-averaged cross section is then given by

'

F'(q'), —m » o 0( ~;q')
(q

(26)

)

I,

TABLE I. Parameters for baryon resonances. m, J, L, and B denote, respectively, the mass, spin,
orbital angular momentum, total width, and branching factor.

I (Me V)

m (MeV)

1650
1710
1720

1

2
1

2
3

2

150

110
200

BpN

0.60
0. 15
0. 15

0. 18
0.20
0.75

0.08
0. 15
0.08
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100

100

80,

80

60

60

40

40

20

20.

2.0

FIG. 5.

Feynman diagram for

BB~BYK.

In the above, the square of the total energy of the initial
nucleons in the center-of-mass system is denoted by s.
With 8'being the total energy in the center-of-mass system of the pion and Nz, one has
mK + m z,
—mN, and

8';„=

8',„=s'
q+

3.0 3.5 4.0 1.3

2.5

100

100,

80.

80;

60.

60;

40

40:

20.

20.

1.0

1.5

2.0

3.0 0.7

2.5

s
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1.8

2.3

2.8

3.3

1.2

1.7

2.2

2.7

(Mev)

FIG. 6. Energy dependence of the cross sections for
%%~NAY at different nuclear densities.

= 2mN —2EE'+ZPP ',

where p and E =(p +miv)'~ are the energy and momentum of nucleon N, in the center-of-mass system while p'
The
and E' are those of nucleon N3, respectively.
momentum of the pion in this frame is denoted by k. The
has a value of one and the form
coupling constant
factor is taken to be

f»

F=(A —m )l(A —q

),

The quantity
being the cutoff parameter.
cross section for the
is the isospin-averaged
virtual process AN& ~AK which are approximated by the
on-shell cross section and is taken from Sec. III B.
Using a cutoff parameter A=1 GeV, the calculated
kaon production cross section from NN~NAK in free
space is shown by the solid curve in the upper left panel
of Fig. 6 as a function of the center-of-mass energy. For
the energy range we are interested in, the one-pionexchange model gives a reasonable description of the
data. '
with

..

A

oo(W;q

)

Kaons can also be produced from nucleon-delta and
delta-delta interactions.
The corresponding cross sections have been estimated in Ref. 10 and it was found
that

3—

+Nh~NAK

4

hh~NAK

2

~NN~NAK

arid

1—

~NN~NAK

at the same center-of-mass energy. For kaon production
from the interactions between other baryons, we approximate the cross section by cVzz

IV. KAON PRODUCTION IN THE MEDIUM
The free cross sections shown in the above are modified
hadron masses as given by
when the medium-modified

Eqs. (2), (9), and (13) are used. To illustrate this effect, we
first consider only the density effect by neglecting the
temperature dependence of the hadron masses. In Fig. 2,
we show the energy dependence of the kaon production
cross section from MM ~KK for different nuclear matter
densities. It is seen that all cross sections are substantially enhanced in high-density matter. The density dependence of MB~ YK is shown in Fig. 4 while that of
BB~BYK is shown in Fig. 6. Their density dependence
is, however, not appreciable.
To see the combined effect of density and temperature,
we calculate (a. , zu, z by averaging the product of the
cross section o- i2 f and the relative velocity U &2 over
particle distributi. ons, assuming that they are in thermal
equilibrium, i.e. ,
&

'„„&=f

'k, fd'

g, (, )J,(,)

„.„.

In the above, f's are the normalized momentum distributions of the particles. Details on the evaluation of Eq.
(27) can be found in Ref. 16.
In the following calculations, we use n = —,', 1=0.3,
T, =195 MeV, and p, =spo. The results are shown in
Figs. 7 —9 for (o.MMvMM &, (crMjivMji &, and (o jijj ujiji &,
respectively.
In Fig. 7, the dotted, short-dashed, and long-dashed
curves correspond, respectively, to mm~KK, mp~KK *,
+KK. Although the cross section for pp~KK
and pp —
has a singularity at the threshold as shown in Fig. 2(a), it
leads to finite results when one calculates the thermal
average. Also shown in the figure is (o MM uMM & which is
obtained by averaging over the initial hadronic states assuming that they are in equilibrium, i.e. ,
( ~MMuMM

&

Q PiPj

( ~ij

uij

XP; '

(28)

I, J

where the summation

is over pion and rho meson.
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FICx. 7. The density and temperature dependence of (ov )
mm. ~KK (dotted curve), mp~KK (short-dashed
curve), and
curve). The solid curve is from
~KK
(long-dashed
pp
MM ~KK by averaging over the initial meson distributions.

low densities where hadron masses are essentially their
bare masses, both ( o v ) and ( o v ) increase with increasing temperature while (o. v ) does not change appreciably. This illustrates the thermal effect on the kaon
production cross section. All are enhanced significantly
at high densities where the hadron masses decrease substantially.
In Fig. 8, we show by the dotted- and long-dashed
curves the results from mX~AK and pN~AK. The
solid curve is from MB ~AK by averaging over the initial meson and baryon distributions defined by an equa-
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FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 7 for NN —
BB~BAK (solid curve).

tion similarily to Eq. (28). Although there is some density effect at low temperature, it is not appreciable at high
temperature. The effect of decreasing hadron masses on
MB~ YK is thus not very important compared to its
effect on MM ~KK.
In Fig. 9, the results for XX~XAK are given by the
dotted curve. Averaging over the initial baryon states,
we obtain the solid curve for BB~XAK. Again, the
effect of decreasing hadron masses is not appreciable in
this case.
From the above results, we see that MM~KK is much
more important than MB~AK and BB~BYK. Also,
the process pp~KK is very important at high temperature and density.

A. Hydrochemical

10

r

I

V. KAON PRODUCTION
FROM NUCLEUS-NUCLEUS COLLISIONS

p/p. =2

r

V

T (MeV)

for

~

!

model

To model the collision between two nuclei at high energies, we assume that a fireball is formed with the number
of participants determined by the geometry. The initial
baryon and energy densities can then be estimated by assuming that the two nuclei are fully stopped. For collisions between identical nuclei at about 15 GeV/nucleon,
the initial baryon and energy densities are about 6po and
For the collision between Si
3 GeV/fm, respectively.
and Au that is currently available at the AGS, it is not
clear how to determine these quantities properly. Assuming that the fireball volume is given by the arithmetic
mean of two Lorentz-contracted volumes, we obtain that
the initial baryon and energy densities are about 4. 5po
and 1.9 GeV/fm, respectively. In reality, these numbers
could be smaller. The same model has been used previously in Ref. 16.
To describe the fireball expansion, we use the hydro-
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dynamical model of Biro et al. ' in which the fireball is
assumed in thermal equilibrium and the thermal energy
in the fireball is converted into collective flow energy via
the relativistic hydrodynamical equations which are further coupled to the rate equations

..
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170

160.

~ 150.

6

(29b)

~ 140.

5

(29c)

130.

(29a)

where
by

T"

is the energy-momentum

T" =(e+p)u "u

(13).
In Ref. 16, chemical equilibrium is not assumed. Due
to the enhanced interactions among nonstrange hadrons
as a result of the reduced masses in hot, dense nuclear
matter, it is reasonable to assume that they are also in
chemical equilibrium.
Because of the stronger interactions for the antikaon and strange baryons such as

A(1115), X(1193), and X(1385), we assume that they are
also in chemical equilibrium. But kaons are not in chemical equilibrium and their abundance is determined by the
rate equation
T & o MM vMM &PM

+
+

&

KK

YK

&

~MBvMB &PMPB
&

120

&

vKK &PKPK

MB

~YKvYK &PYPK

(31)

~BB vBB &PB

which can be written as

~

C)
~

4

6

4

t (fm/c)

(30)

In the above, e and p are, respectively, the energy density
and pressure, g" is the standard metric tensor, u" is the
four-velocity defined by u"=y(l, u) with u the local velocity and y=1/(1 —u )'~ the associated Lorentz factor, and 4; is the source term for particle density p;. We
assume that the fireball has a uniform density and the hydrodynamical equations can then be simplified by taking
the spatial average. In calculating the energy and pressure densities, we use the noninteracting particle model
but with the hadron masses given by Eqs. (2), (9), and

qK

X)

tensor and is given

—pg"' .

~P

FIG. 10. The time evolution of temperature
the collective How velocity R of the fireball.

T, radius R, and

ure 10 shows the time evolution of temperature T, radius
R, and the collective flow velocity R of the fireball. The
initial temperature of the fireball is about 170 MeV and is
Because the initial interbelow the critical temperature.
nal energy is lower than the available total center-of-mass
energy, the flow energy is nonzero and leads to an initial
flow velocity of about 0.55c. As the system expands and
cools, hadron masses have to increase. Some of the energies required for the mass increase come from the flow
energy as seen by the initial decrease of the flow velocity.
When the hadron masses are close to their bare masses as
shown in Fig. 11, the flow velocity starts to increase again
due to the conversion of the thermal energy to the flow
energy.
The time when a particle freezes out from the fireball
depends on its transport mean free path and is thus
different for differnt kinds of particles. In the present
study, we assume for simplicity that all particles freeze
out at the same time when the fireball density is about 3
the normal nuclear matter density. This occurs at about
10 fm/c after the expansion when the temperature is
about 125 MeV and the collective flow velocity is about
0.5c. These values are very similar to those of Lee
et al. who have more carefully treated the freeze out

(0)

+K

2

&

PM PKPK

KK
2
~MMvMM &PM

2

1.0

(p) (p(

PMPK PK

(o) (O)

YK

1

+&oMavMa&PMpa

+,
'

&

o Ba vaa

(0)

(O)

PMPBPY PK

&Pa—

In the above, the density p'
rium.

0.8.

PMPB PYPK

'

~ 0.6.

(32)

0.4.

denotes the value at equilib-

0.2.

B. Results

for Si+Au at 14.6 GeV/nucleon

Using an initial baryon and energy densities of 4po and
1.4 CxeV/fm, respectively, that are slightly lower than
those estimated above, we have solved the hydrochemical
equations and the results are shown in Figs. 10—14. Fig-

0.0

\

t (fm/c)

8

FIG. 11. The time evolution of the hadron
Eq. (2).

10
masses given by
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evolution of the particle abundance.

conditions in the hydrodynamical model.
Figure 12 gives the time evolution of the abundance of
baryon resonances (8 N), pion (m-), rho meson (p), kaon
(K), and antikaon (X). The number of strange baryons is
then given by the difference of the kaon and antikaon
numbers. To obtain the nucleon number, we simply subtract the number of baryon resonances and strange
baryons from the total number of baryons in the fireball
which is about 102. We see that, initially, there are more
rho mesons and higher baryon resonances than pions and
nucleons because of the reduction of hadron masses at
The initial number of
high density and temperature.
kaons and antikaons is taken to be about ten and four, respectively, to simulate their production from the nonequilibrium stage of the collision. This would give the ratios K /~-10% and K /~ -4% if chemical reactions are neglected in the expansion. These ratios are
similar to those from the proton-nucleus interaction at
the same energy. Most kaons are produced during the

10:-
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first 1 fm/c when the density and temperature of the fireball are high and are mainly from the process pp —
+KK
because of the initial large rho-meson density.
To obtain the momentum distribution of particles, we
need to fold their thermal distribution at freeze out with
the collective Row velocity.
In Figs. 13 and 14, we
show the rapidity and transverse kinetic-energy distributions of particles and compare them to the measured
data. Pions from the decay of baryons are not included
as they have transverse momenta largely below the experimental cutoffs. For the rapidity distribution, we see that
the pion distribution agrees very we11 with the data but
the peaking of the proton distribution at the central rapidity is at variance with the measured proton distribution
which increases instead with decreasing rapidity. The
latter is due to our neglect of protons from the target
spectator. Both kaon and antikaon rapidity distributions
agree fairly with the data. The theoretical kaon distribution again centers at the central rapidity while the measured one centers at lower rapidity. This can be explained if we allow some of the initial kaons to be produced from the interaction of pions with the target spectator nucleons. As to the transverse kinetic-energy distribution, all particles have essentially exponential distributions and agree with the data except for protons, which
has a Aatter slope than that of the data. The agreement
will be improved if we properly include the cool protons
from decays of higher baryon resonances at freeze out.
In normal nuclear matter, kaons have a longer mean
free path in nuclear matter than other hadrons. But the
process En+-+K* is important in hot and dense hadronic
matter which consists of more pions than nucleons. The
isospin-averaged cross section
for this process is about
60 mb and it is thus reasonable to assume that kaons also
freeze out in the later stage of the expansion when the
density is low.

(o)
C4

7T

I

O

C3

I-

C

10
K+

0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25
FIG. 13. The rapidity distribution of particles. Curves are
from the theoretical calculations while data are from Ref. 14.
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FIG. 14. Same as Fig. 13 for the transverse
distribution of particles.
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VI. NECESSARY IMPROVEMENTS
Although the preceding development brings out our
main point that decreased meson masses, especially decreased kaon masses, facilitate kaon production at high
densities, our development
is not thermodynamically
consistent because we have simply changed the masses in
the noninteracting
particle model without introducing
corrections to the energy and pressure of the system from
the particle interactions.
In the case of the nucleons, these effects can be included, as in the Walecka model,
using the relativistic
Vlasov-Uehling-Uhlenbeck
formalism.
The nucleon
effective mass is then connected to the scalar field while
its energy is shifted by the vector field. Although there is
considerable cancellation between effects from scalar and
vector fields, at high densities some of the energy is in
these fields so that the initial temperature of the system is
lower than that of the free-particle system. But the pressure of the interacting system is also lower compared to
the free-particle pressure, leading to a slower initial expansion of the system. Although the kaon yield is reduced by lower temperatures, it is increased by the slower
expansion. We therefore expect to see an enhanced kaon
production in more realistic studies as well.
To include other particles, one can use the model
developed recently by Lynn, Nelson, and Tetradis.
extend
the
Walecka
model
to include
They
SU(3)L XSU(3)z chiral symmetry by coupling the scalar
and vector fields to all baryons. The interaction of the
pseudo-Goldstone bosons, resulting from the spontaneous
breaking of the chiral symmetry, is taken into account by
coupling them to the baryons using a nonlinear sigma
model. The pseudo-Goldstone bosons are also allowed to
interact with the scalar and vector fields. With such a
model, it will be possible to derive the density and temperature dependence off hadron effective masses and to
treat the thermodynamics of the system in a consistent
framework.

VII. SUMMARY
The creation of a hot, dense nuclear matter in the initial stage of heavy-ion collisions provides us with the
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unique opportunity to study how the properties of hadrons and their interactions are modified in such a medium. The recent experimental results on kaon production
at the AGS suggests that the pion-pion annihilation plays
an important role. From chiral models and QCD sum
rules, hadron masses are expected to decrease when the
density and temperature of the matter are high. With
such density- and temperature-dependent
hadron masses,
the cross section for the process MM~KE is seen to increase significantly in hot, dense nuclear matter. In par+EK becomes most imticular, the contribution from pp —
portant not only because of the enhanced cross section
but also its large abundance as a result of the decreasing
hadron masses. The effect of decreasing hadron masses
on kaon production
from other processes such as
+AX and BB ~BAE is less appreciable. Using the
MB —
hydrochemical model, we have calculated the kaon yield
for heavy-ion collisions at the AGS energies and have
found that, indeed, the contribution to kaon yield from
the process MM ~%K is appreciable.
With refined
theoretical studies, we hope to extract from the experimental data more definitive information on the properties
of hadrons and their interactions in hot and dense matter.
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